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2015 
 
Please find attached herewith global press release captioned “EOS Data Analytics Partners up 
with Cambridge Technology in the agriculture and forestry sectors” being made by EOS Data 
Analytics. 
 
We request you to acknowledge and take it on your record. 
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Press release

EOS Data Analytics Partners up with Cambridge Technology
in the agriculture and forestry sectors

EOS Data Analytics to partner up with Cambridge Technology in the agriculture and forestry sectors.
Image: EOS Data Analytics

EOS Data Analytics (EOSDA), a global provider of AI-powered satellite imagery analytics,
is entering into a global partnership with Cambridge Technology Enterprises Limited (CT)
and its subsidiary - CT Software Solutions Sdn Bhd, an enterprise software services
provider focused on the development and management of AI, Cloud, and Data solutions
across a broad range of sectors.

Malaysia today ranks among the top global suppliers of palm oil. In 2018 alone, it produced 20
million metric tons of palm oil, which accounted for 27% of the global supply. Palm oil is in very
high demand worldwide being an essential ingredient used in a myriad of products spanning
from pharmaceuticals to home care.

However, the crop’s productivity greatly depends on timely and well-informed management
decisions, and precision agriculture methods have not been properly implemented in regions
like Malaysia and India. All of this justifies the need for applying modern satellite monitoring
technologies in the cultivation of palm oil.

The primary goal that EOS Data Analytics and Cambridge Technology are planning to achieve
together is the implementation of AI-powered satellite imagery analytics in two major industries
of Malaysia and India - Agriculture and Forestry. These two verticals are to become the
launching pad for a lucrative and beneficial partnership that may eventually explore such
verticals as Energy, Oil & Gas, and a host of others.
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Partners want to use this opportunity to introduce agricultural technology (AgriTech) to morecountries, providing farmers and growers globally with satellite-driven solutions that wouldfacilitate the entire production process, from seeding to harvesting. These solutions can make ahuge difference in the amount of yield and profit available to the growers, while at the same timegreatly reducing their efforts and saving time. And, among the future plans, is leveraging theEOS AgriSat data next year to combine the efforts in promoting sustainable agriculture for thebenefit of humanity.

“We are delighted to enter into partnership with such a major provider of enterprise softwareservices as Cambridge Technology and are looking forward to productive cooperation inagriculture and forestry sectors. Our main goal is to introduce the latest state-of-the-art precisionagriculture tools and methods to as many farmers around the world as possible, increasing theiryields and profits. Agtech is not the future, it is the present. And advancing this kind of techaround the globe is not only beneficial for the farmers but is an important step towardssustainable agriculture and a way to decelerate climate change,” says Rim Elijah, VP of Salesat EOS Data Analytics.

Over the first half of 2021, Cambridge Technology has been successfully working with clients inthe oil palm industry. Multiple POC tests have shown time and again the high demand forprecision agriculture tools to monitor crops. With this in mind, EOS Data Analytics andCambridge Technology are aiming to implement crop monitoring technology in Malaysia andIndia during the second half of 2021.

Satellite crop monitoring will cover an area of over 1.2 million ha in Malaysia and severalhundred thousand ha in India. We also recognize the unique state of the agricultural sector inASEAN and are ready to customize and adapt our solutions to the local needs.
“Agriculture modernization is the need of the hour and it has been very slow so far. Particularlyfor developing countries, modernization will help small, medium, and large farmers producemore with the help of technology and use the right Fertilizers and Pest Control more efficiently.Further, authorities will plan, advise and manage the required produce for the domestic marketsand for export alike. In the event of a disaster, the authorities can quickly act to help farmers anddevelop a proper emergency plan. AgriTech and Modern Farming techniques and methods arerequired to be educated to all stakeholders – Farmers, Corporate Managers, Authorities, andSupporting Organizations,’’ adds Mr. Naveen Kumar Yelloji, Director/CEO at CT SoftwareSolutions Sdn Bhd.

EOS Data Analytics and Cambridge Technology are looking forward to playing their part indeveloping and promoting precision agriculture and forestry technologies. Both companies arealso planning to discuss working with other verticals in the coming years.

Source: EOS Data Analytics Press Office
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Date: 10.26.2021

Contact information for media outlets:
Diana Arutiunian, PR Specialist
diana.arutiunian@eosda.com

About EOS Data Analytics

EOS Data Analytics (EOSDA) is a trusted global provider of AI-powered satellite imagery
analytics. The company operates worldwide, partnering with governmental, commercial, and
scientific organizations. The scope of the company’s technologies embraces Earth observation
solutions for smart decision-making in 22 industries, including agriculture, mining, oil, and
military. With this, EOSDA reveals the emerging challenges of the planet beforehand.

EOSDA’s main product in the agriculture industry is EOS Crop Monitoring, an online satellite
field monitoring service that collects all the important information about the state of crops in one
tool.

To find out more, visit eos.com and follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, and Facebook.

About Cambridge Technology Group

Cambridge Technology Enterprises Limited (CT) is a leading enterprise software services
provider focused on the development and management of AI, Cloud, and Data solutions across
a broad range of sectors. The Company is listed in India on BSE and NSE. The company’s core
delivery platforms are headquartered in India with marketing and support capabilities in the
USA.

CT Software Solutions Sdn Bhd was incorporated in Malaysia on 10th June 2020 as a fully
owned subsidiary of Cambridge Technology Enterprises Limited and as its SEA Regional
Headquarters to foresee the growth of the group within the South East Asia region.

CT Technology Services help Businesses to establish a Critical Foundation for Digital and AI
Transformation through strategic workshops, ready-to-deploy solutions, and RAD (Rapid
Application Development) implementation cycles. Our Expertise in a wide range of domains and
Industries, help business unlock value to stay ahead and relevant in a changing world.

The Company clientele includes both established industry leaders and disruptive startups.
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